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OTTAWA: US auto maker Ford announced Thursday
it will invest Can$500 million (US$376 million) in
Canada to create 300 research and engineering jobs
amid its drive to connect cars to the internet. The
governments of Canada and Ontario province also
pitched in with grants of Can$102.4 million each. The
monies will go to support a new Ottawa lab focused
on infotainment, in-vehicle modems, gateway mod-
ules that allow various vehicle systems to communi-
cate with each other, driver-assist features and
autonomous vehicles.

Also Ford said it would increase staff at facilities in
Windsor and Oakville, Ontario, developing new pow-
er train technologies, alternative fuels and light-
weight materials for use in cars and trucks, as well as

technology to capture industrial emissions and con-
vert them into fuels.  The Oakville facility and another
in Waterloo, Ontario, will work in parallel with labs in
the US states of North Carolina and Florida. A further
100 jobs are being created in the United States.

According to The Wall Street Journal, the new
employees being hired by Ford from Canadian firm
BlackBerry, which recently outsourced manufactur-
ing of its smartphones to focus on software develop-
ment. Ford’s “infotainment” system uses software
developed by QNX, a BlackBerry subsidiary, it noted.
The new hires more than double the size of Ford’s
mobile connectivity engineering team.

The global market for connected vehicles will
exceed US$131 billion by 2019, after growing 30 per-

cent annually, according to a study by Transparency
Market Research that was cited by Ford. Ford plans to
equip 20 million vehicles with integrated modems
over the next five years. The second-largest US car
company had previously announced it would spend
Can$700 million to refurbish its Windsor and Oakville
assembly plants. 

“The automotive industry is driving Ontario’s
economy,” said Kathleen Wynne, premier of the
province, which employs 100,000 workers in assem-
bly and parts manufacturing. In the past five years,
Ontario has produced more cars than any other
province or US state in North America, or about 15
percent of total passenger vehicle production,
according to Wynne. —AFP 

Ford boosts research in Canada for connected cars

Oculus co-founder Palmer 
Luckey gone from Facebook

SAN FRANCISCO: Facebook on Thursday confirmed that trou-
ble-tainted Oculus cofounder Palmer Luckey has left the lead-
ing social network, which dived into virtual reality after buying
the startup three years ago. “Palmer will be dearly missed,”
Facebook said in an email reply to an AFP inquiry. “His inven-
tive spirit helped kickstart the modern VR revolution and build
an industry. We’re thankful for everything he did for Oculus
and VR, and we wish him all the best.”

Luckey’s departure came not long after Facebook was hit
with a big tab in a lawsuit over Oculus Rift virtual reality tech-
nology-and after he was criticized for covertly helping an
online “troll” group that promoted memes in favor of Donald
Trump during the US election. Open support for Trump in
Silicon Valley was scarce during the election, and some devel-
opers vowed not to create software for Rift virtual reality gear
because of Luckey’s pro-Trump efforts. Luckey was noticeably
absent from the stage at a major Oculus developers conference
late last year.

Real world suit    
A US jury ordered in February that Facebook and creators of

Oculus Rift pay $500 million to gaming software firm ZeniMax
in a lawsuit that accused Luckey and his colleagues who devel-
oped Rift virtual reality gear of using source code illegally
obtained from the gaming firm. The jury dismissed the charge
that Oculus stole or misappropriated trade secrets but did find
Oculus liable for copyright infringement and other violations.
Luckey was ordered to pay $50 million of the award and anoth-
er former Oculus executive, Brendan Iribe, $150 million.

ZeniMax had sought $4 billion in damages in the case, in
which Facebook chief Mark Zuckerberg testified to defend his
company. Oculus said it planned to appeal the verdict and was
“undeterred” in its efforts to bring virtual reality technology to
consumers. “Our commitment to the long-term success of VR
remains the same, and the entire team will continue the work
they’ve done since day one-developing VR technology that will
transform the way people interact and communicate,” the
Oculus statement said. Facebook acquired Oculus in 2014 for
more than $2 billion and last year began selling the Rift head-
sets as part of the social network’s push into virtual reality.
Facebook announced in January that it had recruited Hugo
Barra-who recently quit a top position with Chinese smart-
phone maker Xiaomi-as its new head of virtual reality. —AFP 

NEW DELHI: Oil giant Shell opened yesterday a high-tech
research hub in southern India that is hoping to pioneer the
green energy of the future, including ways to transform farm
and city waste into clean fuel. The sprawling facility in the
Indian tech capital Bangalore will house 1,500 experts under
one roof as Shell expands its research and development oper-
ations in Asia. The 21-hectare hub will host labs and demon-
stration centers where new ideas can be pursued and tested,
and pushes efforts to transform waste products into low-car-
bon fuels for transport.

“Innovation and technology are vital to providing more
and cleaner energy solutions for a growing world population,”
Shell’s projects and technology director Harry Brekelmans said
in a statement. India has ambitious targets for clean energy
use but still relies heavily on coal to produce power in the vast
nation of 1.25 billion where blackouts are common and many
still lack access to electricity. The Bangalore facility is the first
of its kind for Shell outside the US and Europe. Researchers at
the tech centers work collaboratively on finding cheap, new
energy solutions and sources of power from tapping reserves
deep beneath the sea to making natural gas more efficient. 

The latest addition to the global network will see experts
drawing on the brains of Bangalore’s tech community known
for its start-up culture and entrepreneurism. “India has an
opportunity to make a significant contribution to the world’s
incremental energy needs in the years ahead,” said India’s min-
ister for petroleum and natural gas, Dharmendra Pradhan, who
was at the opening. Bangalore, often dubbed “India’s Silicon
Valley”, is a global hub for Western tech companies and hosts a
high concentration of IT firms and software developers. —AFP 

Shell unveils giant new high-
tech research lab in India

Sprawling facility in tech capital to house 1,500 experts 

BANGALORE: The Shell Technology Centre is seen as it is opened in the Indian city of Bangalore yesterday.  — AFP photos

BANGALORE: An employee of Shell company helps a visi-
tor gives a tour of Shell refineries using Virtual Reality
goggles after the inauguration of the Shell Technology
Centre in Bangalore yesterday.

PHILADELPHIA: In this file photo, the Facebook logo is
displayed on an iPad in Philadelphia. — AP


